
 

Dear Client, 
 
It seems that the cashew market has arrived in more quiet waters. The increasing prices rises have 
stopped, shortage of RCN has been halted ad demand has also settled down. The RCN afloat is 
traded at easier levels than RCN being offered from Africa, there seems to be a slight nervousness in 
the market that RCN cannot sell their RCN float with profit due to the halt in kernels prices and 
therefore there is some profit taking on the afloat. 
 
This is also resulting that prices of smaller and medium shellers are getting easier, offering especially 
nearby positions cheaper to keep the cash rolling. This particularly is for Vietnam export prices, India 
keep levels as before and even some increased price levels have been seen. 
 
We think it is a momentarily easiness  in a period of this uncertainty supply of RCN, demand of 
kernels while some say that when we calculate the RCN to supply the demand there is still a 
shortage.  
 
QUOTE 
“We feel that India will be short of raw seed and we can see no relief from this shortage until the new 
crop in March 2018. Obviously this does not mean that prices cannot fall, but overall India demand 
will probably keep kernel prices in India at a premium to prices from Vietnam. We feel that India will 
need at least 100,000 mts each month to meet demand (some say 125,000 mts) so from July through 
March 2018 will need 900,000 mts 
We just do not see where this volume can be found 
Guinea Bissau – maybe 200,000 mts 
Indonesia – maybe 100,000 mts 
Tanzania – maybe 200,000 mts 
Mozambique – maybe 150,000 mts 
And remember this has to be shared with Vietnam “ 
UNQUOTE 
 
For RCN traders it is also a uncertain period, not being able to pay the high prices asked for RCN 
shipment from Africa, seen in the light of the developing market afloat and the lower prices offer for 
kernels in Vietnam, to generate cash. It could also be asked what this would mean for defaults of 
RCN buyers to contracted RCN from origin. Nothing is sure here and which effect would that have on 
the total market. 
 
We believe that the demand remains there, but it is just where this relates to RCN market, kernels 
seller’s from origin and stocks in EU and USA for that matter. 
 
Again this basically results in the trend as we have seen it in recent months, and that is just to buy 
hand to mouth, and we really think hand to mouth for now buyers are looking just to cover up to the 
end of July hoping that market will continue downward trend so they can profit each time they buy, 
whether this is a good policy needs to be seen but we cannot blame buyers in this matter. 
 
 



 
 
Elements which can enforce downward trend is good IVC crop of 720.000 mt, oversupply nearby RCB 
afloat, summer season giving less demand for months of July/August 2017 . Quality element is also 
good of the RCN, with better returns. Also many shellers purchased RCN at lower levels, giving a 
good return on current kernels price levels. 
 
Another source quotes as follows: 
QUOTE 
“These days processors are using early crop seed from Vietnam, Cambodia and Africa so percentage 
of W240 is high, around 20-30% of white whole kernels, packers have more w240 to offer these days 
but US buyers cannot buy big volume so at present supply of W240 is rather good and price was not 
increased during last 2 weeks and now come down a bit more. 
 
For W320, supply and demand is okay. Many Japanese are buying from Vietnam this year because 
they cannot buy much from India, the good quality packer can sell at good price to Japanese buyer at 
around 5.30 – 5.35. Chinese is start buying W320 these days at price 11.30 – 11.40 usd/kg packing in 
tin (equivalent to 5.07 – 5.12 usd/lb flexi bag). Some buyers in Middle East, Asia and Russia still have 
demand to buy at around 5.00 – 5.10 usd/lb fob but they need good quality and c/o form D, E then 
they cannot buy much for now because almost packers want to get refund of import duty for their 
imported RCN, they could supply certificate of origin issued by themselves, not form D,E issued by 
Chamber of Commerce. For EU and US buyers they do not show much buying interest and some of 
them buy slowly and pay lower price for every day. Biz traded for W320 at 4.95-4.98 for 
small/medium packer and 5.02-5.05 for medium good packer and 5.08 for top packers. We also think 
that during May, almost buyers covered quite big quantity for their need so they are okay for now to 
wait. 
 
For LBW, SW, DW we still receive inquiry for these grades but not much offer available because 
percentage of these grades is small this year and packers sell mainly to China with small quantity per 
truck, they do not need to wait for bigger quantity to ship fcl or half container as Western buyers’ 
requirement. Beside this, quantity of these grades mainly come from Vietnamese RCN but this year 
Vietnam crop is very short then give much less blemished kernels. 
 
For grade W450, quantity is less because early crop seed is big nut, do not give much w450 in the 
production line. 
 
Demand for WS, LP is still good and price for these grades is not down much these days, supply for 
these grades is not enough for demand so we still have quite some inquiry but cannot find offer for 
these grades or if packers can offer, they give very high price that buyers cannot afford to buy. Biz 
traded for WS at 4.15 – 4.35, LP at 3.55 – 3.70 for medium to top packers.” 
UNQUOTE 
 
Our view is as follows: 
- It seems that market has stabilized, and we can expect slightly lower levels for the months of July, 
August, and September 2017 
- For the period October, November 2017 it seems that market has settled and there is no need to 
buy for that period at the moment. 



- Demand in Western countries is still normal, but in developing countries, demand has gone down 
due to price. 
- For specific grades line SW, LBW, WS it is another matter: availability, price still uncertain, and you 
should be careful. 
- There has been a creation of a speculative bubble, which needs to be restored to normal levels 
again. 
- We do not believe there will be a steep decline in prices. 
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Paul, Nurcan, and Mark 
Trade department 
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